TWU StudentsACT Meeting
February 25, 2015

Attendees:
Marissa Johnson, Sara Downing, Johnny Gutilla, Matt Delashaw, DeBorah Johnson (via phone), Heather Davis

Guests:
Dennis Hoebee

I. REVIEW OF MINUTES

Minutes were approved.

II. SURVEY REVIEW

https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/twulabs

Survey will be released with press release either 3/3/ or 3/10

Recommended Changes:
- Question 2: Research/Studying Alone
- Add: Research/Studying with a Group
- Fix question #3
- Add question after #2 about which lab do you use most frequently
- Change phrase of #3 to address do the hours of this lab meet your needs?
- Need to add in "Virtual Assistant" question
- #4 & #5 clarify that it's "live" assistance
- #6 the labs are mostly PCs, does that meet your needs or would you prefer a different operating system, if so which one? - REMOVE THIS QUESTION
- #7 & #8 - are there enough printing stations to meet the demands of your instructors' assignments? How often do you go to a computer lab only to print?
- Take off question #9
- User should be able to go back and edit answers
- Add to the survey: do we need more outlets for charging and also charging stations
- Add descriptions to the images
- Take off additional fee
- Take off new/returning

Heather will make the edits and send the edited survey out to the group to review.

Dennis asked everyone to consider the review the edited survey to think about whether it will give us the information we need to make decisions about the future.

The survey will be up March 2-29.

III. OUTDOOR MOVIE

Discussion about projecting a movie. Not sure about which movies. Marissa will contact CSD.
IV. MARKETING

- Items from last year: Hershey's kisses, magnetic clips, and hand sanitizers – each has StudentsACT logo
- USBs are here
- Waiting on bags
- Have some water bottles ready to go
- Heather will create ¼ flyer

V. PRESS RELEASE

Should be out in the March 3 Lasso edition.

VI. SGA MEETINGS

Talking points: survey is coming out, focusing on what students want to see in the computer labs. Heather will provide ¼ flyers for those attending the meetings to handout.

VII. UPCOMING EVENTS

Reviewed the events. Heather will send out instructions later on.

VIII. OTHER BUSINESS

Student Union Resolution - None of our members were in favor of the Union and thought that the money could be used in better ways and that there were more pressing needs.